ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
✧ Practising Arthroplasty surgeon less than 40 years of age as on May 15, 2019
✧ APOA Member (Individual / Chapter / Federation)
✧ Minimum 2 years experience in Arthroplasty
✧ Recommendation letter from National Association President / Secretary or APOA National Delegates

LOGISTICS
Four Fellows will be selected.
✧ The selected fellow will have to self finance the return Air Travel between the applicant’s country and India, or approach the APOA Chapter / Federation of the applicant’s country for financial assistance

COMPLIMENTARY PROVISIONS
✧ Internal Economy air travel between Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Chennai and Coimbatore
✧ Hospital attachments at the four centers of excellence
  ✧ July 1 -7, 2019 – Sunshine Hospital, Hyderabad
  ✧ July 8 – 14, 2019 – Sparsh Hospital, Bengaluru
  ✧ July 15 – 21, 2019 – AJRI, Chennai
  ✧ July 22 – 28, 2019 – Ganga Hospital, Coimbatore
✧ Accommodation for the entire duration of 4 weeks
✧ Attendance at the Ganga Operative Arthroplasty Course from July 26-28, 2019

IMPORTANT
✧ Complete the attached application form and send to admin@apoaonline.com
✧ Last date of application is May 31, 2019
**APOA - SIAA ARTHROPLASTY FELLOWSHIP**
An Initiative of APOA & 
South Indian Arthroplasty Academy

Name ........................................................................................................................................................................

Age ....................  Sex....................  Date of Birth .........................  Nationality.................................................................

Email ID........................................................................................................................................................................

Address ( Permanent Address )
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................

Years of experience in Arthroplasty after completion of Post Graduation: ......................................................

No: of publications in PUBMED Indexed Journals : ..........................................................

* (Kindly include the details of your publication in your CV) *

Details of Previous APOA Congress/ Sub-section meetings attended

1) 

2) 

3) 

APOA Membership details :

National Orthopaedic Association :

* (Kindly mention whether Chapter or Federation member ) *

Name & Designation of Referee ( National Association President/ Secretary / APOA National Delegates ) :

1) ........................................................................................................................................................................

**Kindly attach scanned copies of all the following below to admin@apoaonline.com**

1) Duly filled application form

2) Recommendation letter

3) Updated CV

4) Passport Copy

5) A write up of less than 200 words as to how the fellowship would benefit them *(in MS Word).*

For any queries kindly send an email to

admin@apoaonline.com

or contact: